
BY ALEX HANDY

APIs are everywhere. Entities
ranging from The New York
Times to the federal government
offer APIs to access the mountains
of information they’ve collected
over the years, whether as a side
effect of a SOA effort, or as a gen-
eral policy of increasing openness.
But despite the proliferation of
APIs, API management is only
just now becoming a hot topic.

James Governor, analyst at
RedMonk, said that API manage-
ment is going to be very impor-
tant, but its development is still in

its formative stages.
“At the moment, it’s all a bit of

a [mess]: Enterprises definitely
do not have thorough API man-
agement strategies,” he said.
“There’s some roll-your-own out
there, but enterprises have not
doubled-down in that space.

“Ultimately, API manage-
ment is going to be as important
as the relational database man-
agement wave was. If you think
about the role of the DBA, all
the performance issues had to be
dealt with by the DBA; access to

BY ALEX HANDY

Back in May, an e-mail and Lotus
Notes archiving company in San
Jose filed a complaint against ana-
lyst and research firm Gartner.
The complaint, filed by ZL Tech-
nologies, alleged that Gartner was
spreading libelous reports that
failed to position ZL Technologies
in the “Magic Quadrant” of its
famous industry charts.

This complaint, as well as oth-
ers from ZL that accuse Gartner
of selling misinformation, was up
for dismissal in October. Gartner’s
lawyers filed for dismissal on First

Amendment grounds.
The original libel complaint

sums up the dispute, from ZL’s
perspective. “Since 2005, Gartner
has placed the ZL in the bottom
portions of the lower left-hand
quadrant in the MQ Reports, as
Niche Player (the ‘MQ Place-
ments’). These MQ Placements
were, and are, derogatory because
they are understood by technolo-
gy purchasers as a warning, by
Gartner, that ZL and the ZL Prod-
ucts are not good choices for
enterprise e-mail archive applica-
tions,” reads the complaint.

In a response to questions
about the legal action, Andrew
Spender, vice president of corpo-
rate communications at Gartner,
issued a statement to SD Times.

“We are aware of the com-
plaint filed in California by ZL
Technologies regarding their loca-
tion in a Gartner Magic Quad-
rant,” read the statement. “While
it’s not our practice to discuss
pending litigation, we do consider
this complaint to be completely
without merit and have moved to
dismiss it in the courts. While we

Gartner’s ‘Magic Quadrant’ in court
Complaint filed over analyst firm’s objectivity

BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

Black Duck Software, a company
that sells tools for managing
open-source development, has
found more than 4,000 instances
of public projects containing
encryption algorithms strong
enough to require a filing with
the U.S. Department of Com-
merce Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS) to export down-
stream applications.

The company used its Export
5.0 product, which was released
on Oct. 21, to analyze its reposi-
tory of 220,000 open-source pro-
jects. Four thousand open-

source projects required BIS for
approval, and another 4,000
could be considered strong
enough for requiring BIS
approval depending on how they
are used, said Eran Strod, direc-
tor of product marketing for
Black Duck.

Open-source projects are per-
mitted to redistribute encryption
algorithms in their source code
because they have an exception
to the rules, Strod explained.
“The National Security Agency
and BIS just want to be informed
about what is happening in the
open-source world.”

The U.S. Commerce Depart-
ment could not be reached com-
ment by press time.

However, that authority does
not carry on to downstream
developers and organizations
that create solutions using open
source, Strod said. Those organi-
zations need to obtain a new
license to distribute code outside
of the United States.

“This is the law, and you
have to follow it,” Strod said. It
is important for developers to
be aware of their compliance
with encryption export control
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By next year, the average car will require over 100 million lines
of software code, and a commercial airplane, over 1 billion.
It’s approaching the point where a car or a plane isn’t simply a car
or a plane anymore. What makes them truly unique is the underlying
software—the invisible thread—that infuses them with intelligence.
It’s no wonder then that fully 66% of the products developed in the 
past year included some kind of embedded software.

Today, every company needs to consider software a core strategic
business asset. Unfortunately, 41% of software projects fail to
deliver the expected business value and ROI. Only IBM has the
experience, the resources and the solutions to build more effective
software design and delivery processes for the world’s leading
businesses. So they can foster collaboration, automate workflows,
report progress against goals and improve on results.

A smarter business needs smarter software, systems and services.
Let’s build a smarter planet. ibm.com/delivery

Smarter technology for a Smarter Planet:

Building the extraordinary
into everyday things.
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BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

At Eclipse Summit Europe,
Microsoft announced several
initiatives that broaden the
interoperability of its technolo-
gies on the Eclipse framework.

Microsoft is working with
partners to modernize the
Eclipse IDE for Windows 7,
and it is developing Eclipse-
based Windows Azure Tools for
PHP and a Windows Azure
Software Developer Kit (SDK)

for Java developers, as well as
tools for Silverlight.

Mik Kersten, CEO of Task-
top Technologies and creator of
the open-source Eclipse Mylyn
project, said that his company
was working to optimize the
IDE for Windows 7. Eclipse
developers will be able to view
application progress through
the Windows taskbar, and use
jump lists to access application
functionality, he said.

That work will happen on top
of the Standard Widget Toolkit,
which Eclipse developers use to
customize the IDE for native
operating systems, Kersten said.

As announced, Microsoft is
creating Eclipse plug-ins for
PHP developers. Those will be
made available in the first quar-
ter of 2010 under the Open
Source Initiative-approved
Microsoft Public License.

The tooling targets Windows

Azure, but it can also be used to
port Azure applications back to
an organization’s data centers,
said Vijay Rajagopalan, princi-
pal architect for Microsoft’s
Interoperability team.

Portability could be limited
by dependencies on Windows
Azure, such as SQL Azure for
storage, he said. The degree to
which applications have depen-
dencies is up to the developer.

“If you have standard HTML

and PHP content, it will trans-
late to any platform,” said
Rajagopalan. Microsoft also
participates in the Zend Simple
API project to create common
libraries for PHP.

Microsoft has also extracted
out a set of common APIs from
creating its Azure PHP tools for
Eclipse, and has released them
as a set of classes for Java devel-
opers, said Rajagopalan. The
SDK allows Java developers to
incorporate Azure storage ser-
vices into their applications.

Microsoft worked in collabo-
ration with Soyatec. The SDK is
available under the Apache 2.0
license.

Lastly, Microsoft released an
updated edition of Eclipse tools
for Silverlight, with support for
the Silverlight 2.0 runtime.
Microsoft also partnered with
Soyatec in this effort.

Support for Silverlight 3.0,
the most current version of the
runtime, will not arrive until
spring of 2010, Rajagopalan
said. “It is difficult to be in sync
with the Microsoft runtime,
because Microsoft coordinates
development between Visual
Studio and Silverlight.”

Silverlight 3.0 tooling sup-
port will arrive in Visual Studio
2010 when the IDE ships in the
first half of 2010, he said. z

Microsoft partners up for Eclipse interoperability
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BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

With Windows 7’s launch,
Microsoft has introduced new
interface technologies that will
be a boon to developers, and
the early indications are that
the OS could prove popular
with customers, analysts say.

Windows 7 introduces inter-
face elements that change the
look and feel of Windows appli-
cations, how users multi-task
and access applications and
files, and introduce multi-
touch capabilities.

Developers may now style
their applications with Micro-
soft’s “ribbon” user interface;
native Windows applications
are styled with it.

The Windows 7 taskbar
allows users to more easily
switch among applications and
documents. In addition, appli-
cations may be pinned to the
taskbar, and Windows indicates
when they have been loaded.

Developers will also be able
to expose application features

through the taskbar using “jump
lists.” Jump lists are shortcuts to
application destinations, includ-
ing folders and media playlists.
The lists also execute tasks, such
as setting messenger presences.

“From my perspective,
there are two things developers

should keep in mind,” said
Michael Cherry, an analyst with
Directions on Microsoft. “First,
they may want to check their
applications to ensure that they
take advantage of changes to
Windows 7, including the task
bar and jump lists. Second,

Windows 7 supports multi-
touch, and again developers
will want to think about how
their applications can benefit
by supporting touch.”

Other aspects of Windows 7
that will benefit developers are
its smaller footprint, faster boot
times and system shutdown,
and the ability to run virtualized
instances of Windows XP for
application compatibility, said
Information Technology Intelli-
gence Corporation (ITIC) prin-
cipal analyst Laura DiDio. “If
Windows 7 is a winner, they’ll
sell more applications.”

The indications are that it
will be, according to a Web sur-
vey conducted by ITIC and
anti-virus software maker Sun-
belt Software. The survey used
a convenience sample of 1,650
companies in 29 countries,
DiDio said.

Sixty percent of respon-
dents indicated that their
organization intended to
deploy Windows 7. Of those,

30% said that they would
upgrade within the first six
months of its availability.

Moreover, 80% of respon-
dents rated Windows 7’s perfor-
mance and reliability as excel-
lent or good. Ninety percent
said that application compati-
bility was acceptable.

A plurality of respondents
that had no immediate time-
table to upgrade said that Win-
dows XP and Windows Vista
were sufficient for their orga-
nization, that they did not
believe that there was a com-
pelling business case to
upgrade, or that they were
holding off until a Service Pack
ships, DiDio added.

“Microsoft needed to pull out
a win. Their backs were against
the wall, and they could not
afford a Vista repeat,” she said.
“Customers are saying that this is
what Vista should have been, and
there is pent-up demand for
Windows 7. Only 10% of the
installed base installed Vista.” z

With Windows 7’s touchscreen capabilities, developers can come up with
new ways for users to interact with their programs.

BY JEFF FEINMAN

One of the more notorious fire-
starters in the software industry
has been doused by his company.

The Chapter 11 trustee that
has taken over company opera-
tions for The SCO Group
relieved Darl McBride of his
duties as CEO in October. COO
Jeff Hunsaker, CFO Ken
Nielsen and General Counsel
Ryan Tibbitts will remain with
the company and work with the
trustee to get the company out of
bankruptcy.

“These actions, while diffi-
cult, are essential to SCO
becoming a more agile and effi-
cient company, not just for this
year, but for years to come,”
Hunsaker said in a statement.

The company also hopes to
finalize its latest restructuring
plan by the end of November.

McBride was seen as a con-
troversial figure, frequently chal-
lenging others over intellectual
property ownership of Unix
products. Rob Enderle, founder
of the Enderle Group, said SCO
had an “outspoken and divisive”
style under McBride that really
hurt the company’s image.

Enderle said the company is
likely restructuring itself to
fight the lawsuits. “That’s some-
thing I thought they should
have done right at the begin-
ning,” he said.

“The path SCO was on was
one of litigation, and it needed
to be focused on that first. Now

you’re going to see a company
structured for litigation.”

SCO’s biggest blunder was
trying to balance running a soft-
ware company and the lawsuits
at the same time, Enderle said.
The analyst predicted that SCO
will soon be run primarily by an
attorney or a litigation expert.

While SCO’s chances to win
its litigation might have seemed
near impossible at one point, the
United States Court of Appeals
in August overturned a U.S. Dis-
trict Court decision that declared
Novell the owner of the Unix
and UnixWare copyrights. The
decision will send the matter to
another trial, although SCO still
owes Novell royalty payments.

The company said it will con-

tinue to try to raise funding and
sell non-core assets. Those assets
likely include SCO’s OpenServer
Unix product line and its mobile
business division. An attempt to
sell off those products through
an auction earlier this year was
shot down in court. z

SCO’s Darl McBride shown the door

McBride was relieved of his duties
by SCO’s Chapter 11 trustee.

Windows 7 comes with ribbon for devs
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BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

In a continued initiative to
bridge software development
and IT operations activities,
IBM announced new integra-
tions between its Rational and
Tivoli products.

“The focus of Tivoli is to
improve the efficiency of IT
operations of the data center
and network operations center,”
said Donald O’Toole, director
of strategy for IBM’s Tivoli soft-
ware. “We’ve expanded that
view to move increasingly into
development environments.”

By integrating its products,
IBM is getting deeper pene-
tration into joint customers of
the two software brands,
explained Tony Baer, a senior
analyst at Ovum Software.
“But from a process stand-
point, it’s ultimately about
making the application life
cycle more accountable.

“It fleshes out the obscure
fact that ALM is not synony-
mous with the [Software devel-
opment Lifecycle]. Production
is the neglected half of the
application life cycle…The
links between Rational and

Tivoli can be narrowly viewed
as closing the links in the QA
aspect of the life cycle.”

IBM already used the same
synthetic transaction technolo-
gy in Tivoli Composite Applica-
tion Manager and Rational Per-
formance Tester, O’Toole said.
The new point releases take
that integration a step further
by sharing application perfor-
mance data.

“In operations environ-
ments, it allows personnel to
look across the transaction
topology to understand where
performance problems are
encountered,” he explained.

That helps production
teams understand the likely

impact of a new application up
front, and they can configure
and provision production sys-
tems accordingly, said Julie
Craig, research director at
analysis firm Enterprise Man-
agement Associates.

IBM said that Rational Test
Lab Manager’s integration with
Tivoli streamlines the discovery
and provisioning of test lab and
production environments.

“Integration with Tivoli
provisioning eliminates much
of the ‘hands-on’ typically
required to deploy and config-
ure test servers,” said Craig.
“This means that development
and QA can provision their
test environments more effi-

ciently, and spend more time
on actual testing.

“This in turn benefits pro-
duction teams because software
is more thoroughly tested and
should create fewer errors once
it’s in production.”

Integrating Rational Asset
Manager and Tivoli Change
and Configuration Manage-
ment Database allows for shar-
ing data between assets in pro-
duction and assets that are
being developed, O’Toole said.
“Organizations can use the
exchange of data to better
understand the relationship
between what is out in produc-
tion and what is being devel-
oped.”

“Once the software is in
production, production sup-
port teams have much better
visibility to execution patterns,
simplifying the process of
troubleshooting and root
cause analysis if and when pro-
duction problems do occur,”
Craig said.

Rational ClearQuest and
Tivoli Service Request Manag-
er provide a service desk infra-
structure that allows personnel

to collaborate with develop-
ment teams, O’Toole said.
“They get virtually real-time
views of events and incidents
related to the system...to make
development decisions to
improve quality over time.”

By combining Rational Soft-
ware Architect and Tivoli Appli-
cation Dependency Discovery
Manager, developers can model
application deployment envi-
ronments based on live configu-
ration data, IBM said.

“It helps developers under-
stand whether or not assets are
in compliance with design
objectives for environments,”
O’Toole explained.

Big Blue also updated Ratio-
nal Quality Manager for track-
ing application performance
and determining the usefulness
of load testing scripts.

“In the long run, this [inte-
gration of the Rational and
Tivoli brands] should benefit
developers and make software
development more credible,
but only if they can overcome
the cultural barriers separating
them from [IT operations],”
Baer said. z

IBM closes QA loop with Rational/Tivoli integrations
Combination of platforms continues plan to bridge development and IT operations

l Rational Test Lab Manager and Tivoli Provisioning Manager 

l Rational Test Lab Manage and Tivoli Application Dependency

and Discovery Manager 

l Rational Asset Manager and Tivoli Change and Configuration 

Management Database

l Rational ClearQuest and Tivoli Service Request Manager

l Rational Software Architect and Tivoli Application Dependency

Discovery Manager

RATIONAL AND TIVOLI, TOGETHER

BY ALEX HANDY

According to a survey released
in October by Zero Turnaround,
Java builds are getting faster.
The company, which makes
development tools, found that
Ant and Maven are the most
commonly used build tools, and
that the average developer now
spends less than 10 minutes an
hour waiting on builds.

Of more than 500 develop-
ers surveyed, 44% stated that
their incremental builds took

less than 30 seconds; forty per-
cent of respondents reported
build times between one
minute and three minutes, with
the average build time overall
being 1.9 minutes.

Thirty-one percent of those
surveyed reported that their
builds are performed automati-
cally on check-in. Such builds
were performed an average of
3.9 times an hour.

Michael Cote, an analyst at
RedMonk, said that building

Java applications is still a large
problem, but developers have
learned tricks over the years to
shorten build times.

“Most Java projects are quite
large, and there’s a lot of com-
piling code involved,” he said.
“The other thing that makes
people complain about it a lot
these days is that a lot of prac-
tices that fall out of agile
require fast coding loops. That
loop, if you have to build your
code multiple times an hour,

can be really bad.”
As a result, he said, devel-

opers have learned to build
smaller portions of their pro-
jects at a time, or to compile
small pieces of code and inject
them into running applica-
tions. 

Cote said that automated
builds, such as those used in
continuous integration, not
only help to speed develop-
ment, they can also help to
keep code clean and sane. He
said that running unit tests
every hour or after every
check-in can stop bad coders
from churning out substan-
dard software.

Cote also said that develop-
ers are not yet using clouds to
build software, despite a num-
ber of tools and services now
available for such builds. He
also said that open-source tools
continue to dominate build
processes.

“I think when you look at

build tools, whatever type of
build tools they are, it’s very dif-
ficult to not be an open-source
build tool,” he said. “Develop-
ers have a pretty low tolerance
for paying for software. Vendors
usually emphasize things man-
agement cares about, like pro-
ductivity and speed, whereas
most developers don’t care
about that.” z

Survey: Incremental Java builds are speeding up 
Automation contributing to lower wait times and cleaner code, according to an analyst

Java developers spend
1.5 to 6.5 work weeks a year
(with an average of 3.8 work weeks, or 152 hours, annually)

waiting for builds, unless they are
using Eclipse with compile-on-save.
20% of respondents use Eclipse with compile-on-save 
and thus benefit from the instant incremental builds.

Weeks spent on incremental builds are calculated by assuming 48 (40-hour) work weeks 
per year (minus vacation) and an average of five hours of development time per day. 

Source: Zero Turnaround

Source: Zero Turnaround

How long does an
incremental build take?

The average length of a build is
1.9 minutes with the
standard deviation of 2.8.

he average length of a build is

16%
over

4 minutes 44%
less than

30 seconds40%
from 1 to 3

minutes
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BY JEFF FEINMAN

CA has thrown togeth-
er its Wily application
performance manager
with its CA SYSVIEW
performance manager
to try to give deeper
visibility into complex
applications in both
mainframe and distrib-
uted environments.

Cross Enterprise
APM (application per-
formance manage-
ment), announced in
October, integrates
SYSVIEW’s real-time
monitoring with Wily’s
application perfor-
mance improvement
capabilities, which CA
executives said can
help developers and
testers manage appli-
cations that utilize
both mainframe and distrib-
uted infrastructures.

“The mainframe still holds
a large percentage of the cor-
porate data in the world, and
increasingly these business
transactions that show up on
an end user’s Web page
depend on data from the
mainframe, or actually do
transactions that access and
update data back on the main-
frame,” said Mark Combs,
senior vice president of
research and development for

CA’s mainframe business unit.
“The Wily products have

been able to touch the main-
frame in the past, but they
haven’t really had the integra-
tion necessary to see deep
inside of it. What this does is
connect those dots.”

Combs said Cross Enter-
prise APM makes mainframe
transaction information avail-
able to Wily so that the person
or team monitoring an applica-
tion’s health can see the char-
acteristics of the mainframe.

This can help teams see how
computing resources are
impacting performance, and
allow them to make adjust-
ments accordingly.

Cross Enterprise APM can
show performance and applica-
tion management on IBM’s
z/OS operating system, IBM
CICS (Customer Information
Control System) and IBM
WebSphere, along with CA’s
Datacom database.

Cross Enterprise APM is ex-
pected to be available Nov. 20. z

COMPANIES
Qualcomm has created a separate subsidiary, Qualcomm Innovation

Center, that will focus on mobile open-source platforms. Qualcomm

engineers will work to optimize mobile computing for such initiatives

as Linux and WebKit, as well as on open-source mobile platforms such

as Android, Chrome and Symbian.

NEW PRODUCTS
IBM has debuted Cognos 8 Mashup Service, an API that automati-

cally exposes content from IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence as a

Web service for use in other operational applications, business

processes and mashups. By integrating entire reports, analyses and

metrics into such applications as human resources, procurement, and

sales management, users get context around the data to make more

informed business decisions . . . Data management company Versant

has created an object database system for Microsoft .NET. VOD.NET

is a software development kit for creating database applications for

Windows and the Internet. VOD.NET is integrated with Microsoft

development software such as Visual Studio, and can be used on all

major Windows platforms, including Windows Vista, Windows 7, and

Windows Server 2008.

UPDATES
Development tool maker Iron Speed has released Iron Speed Design-

er 6.2, the latest version of its Web 2.0 application generator. 

The tool can create interactive data entry and reporting applications

for .NET. The new version adds new code tabs for customizing 

code methods and has the ability to generate .NET Master pages as 

native application elements, according to the company. Support 

for Windows Authentication security has been added as well 

. . . Business process management company Pegasystems has added

what it calls “electronic process sticky notes” to its SmartBPM

software. That feature allows developers and customers to share

ideas and edit projects. Project participants can also post and 

receive updates through RSS Feeds, forum discussions, and 

poll questions, according to the company . . . Web content sharing

tool AddThis has integrated with Google Analytics with the aim 

of helping developers see their sharing stats within their Google 

Analytics account. According to the maker of AddThis, developers

just add a single line of JavaScript to the AddThis code on their web-

site . . . Canonical has released Ubuntu 9.10 Desktop Edition, the

latest version of its Linux desktop distribution. The new version 

lets users offer feedback to point out annoyances that impact 

their enjoyment of the platform, according to Canonical executives. 

A new feature called Quickly automates programming tasks and 

distributes code through the Ubuntu software repositories . . . AJAX

framework creator Mykonos has released Mykonos 2.0, an updated

version of its framework. It adds a management console with 

a Web-based interface for deploying and configuring application 

code. With the new management console, administrators can auto-

matically apply updates across application servers and server groups,

according to Mykonos executives . . . Gomez, the Web application

management company recently acquired by Compuware, has 

updated its Gomez Software-as-a-Service application management

platform for Windows 7. As part of the update, the Gomez Cross-

Browser Compatibility Test, a free online tester that lets users test

how Web sites render in a subset of browsers and operating systems,

now works with Windows 7.  

PEOPLE
James McNerney has been elected to IBM’s board of directors. McN-

erney, 60, is chairman of the board, president and CEO of Boeing, a

position that he has held since 2005. He also held executive positions

at General Electric, including president and CEO of GE Aircraft Engines

and GE Lighting, president of GE Asia-Pacific, and president of GE

Information Services. Prior to joining GE, McNerney worked at Procter

& Gamble and McKinsey & Co. z

CA Cross Enterprise APM gives an overview of application activity in both mainframe
and distributed architectures. 

BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

Component maker Infragistics
has released NetAdvantage for
.NET 2009 Volume 2 Web
Client. Web Client contains an
assortment of new ASP.NET
controls, including a hierarchi-
cal data grid as well as Sil-
verlight 3 controls for building
business applications.

The hierarchical grid is
based on ASP.NET 3.5, and
developers can introduce
behaviors based on client
needs, said Andrew Flick, prod-
uct manager for Win Client.
Features include bindings to
master-detail (one-to-many)

relationships and multiple
childs, and the ability to hide
and show columns.

There is also an assortment
of new ASP.NET Web editors
for math, text and time, in addi-
tion to two calendar controls: a
monthly calendar and a date
picker. The date picker allows
multiple selections and key-
board navigation, and it displays
week numbers, Flick said.

Browser support for NetAd-
vantage’s existing ASP.NET
Web scheduler controls has
been broadened to Chrome,
Firefox 3, Internet Explorer 8
and Safari 4.

On the Silverlight side,
Infragistics has introduced a
drag-and-drop framework; slid-
er controls for dates, numbers
and times; and a customizable
context menu for applications,
along with an HTML viewer.

The context menu replaces
Microsoft’s standard Silverlight
menu with one that is cus-
tomized for the application,
Flick explained.

The full suite is available for
US$1,195, with ASP.NET and
Silverlight tool sets available
separately for $995. Priority
support raises the cost to $1,690
and $1,490, respectively. z

ASP.NET, Silverlight get new controls
Updates focus on Web development, business applications

CA mixes SYSVIEW, Wily for
new app management product
Combined offering works with mainframes
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high quality online imagery, basemaps, geocoding 
and routing services. Visualize your data in stunning 
detail through Silverlight and SharePoint.
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BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

Adobe Systems and Salesforce
have delivered a preview edition
of Flash Builder for Force.com,
a tool set that was jointly
designed to make it easier for
developers to add AIR and
Flash interfaces to Force.com
applications.

“People have been able to
use the products together, but it
was not as easy as they want it
to be,” said Eric Stahl, director
of product marketing at Sales-
force. Some scenarios that
Flash Builder enables are data
visualization for Force.com
business applications, cloud-
based rich Internet applica-
tions, and desktop synchroniza-
tion for occasionally connected
applications.

“Developers have been
building Flash interfaces for
Force.com applications for
some time,” said senior Gart-
ner Research analyst Eric
Knipp. “The partnership makes
sense for both companies, and
it will make it easier for devel-

opers to build Force.com back
ends fronted with Flash-based
RIAs.”

Flash Builder provides an
Eclipse-based environment
that has plug-ins for Adobe
platforms and Force.com.
Developers start new projects
by importing their Salesforce
WSDL to access Force.com
APIs, Stahl explained. “The tool

logs into Force.com and pulls
objects and components into
the tool as if they were a local
resource.”

Low-level AIR plumbing is
provided to do the “heavy lift-
ing” for desktop data synchro-
nization, he added. “[Data syn-
chronization] was not trivial
before. Now it is fast and easy.”

Many Force.com applica-

tions can be created without
any knowledge of Apex code,
Stahl said. Apex is a propri-
etary language that is used for
developing applications on the
Salesforce platform. “Work-
flow rules, e-mail alerts and
approvals can be created with a
point, click and drag inter-
face,” he said.

However, Stahl said that it is
necessary for developers to
learn Apex in order to imple-
ment business logic off the
client and on the server-side
back end.

“In a sense, the combined
Flash/Force.com platform rep-
resents the evolution of next-
generation client-server archi-
tecture,” said Knipp.

“The back-end ‘server’ in
this case is the scalable
Force.com platform, while the
client is developed in Flash.
With Adobe AIR, developers
can take advantage of local stor-
age and computing services and
now integrate with Force.com
for data synchronization.”

The Adobe/Salesforce part-
nership could pave the way for
other companies, such as
Microsoft, to create their own
“RIA in the cloud” solution,
Knipp added. With Azure and
Silverlight, Microsoft has the
capability to deliver such a solu-
tion by itself.

With Silverlight 3, Microsoft
delivered the capability for Sil-
verlight applications to run on
the desktop. Microsoft has also
announced that it will be host-
ing Silverlight applications and
media streaming on Azure.

“Salesforce will have a vest-
ed interest in providing the
same capabilities to Silverlight
developers if a ‘critical mass’
becomes interested in the
Force.com platform,” said
Knipp. “Microsoft could also
encourage such a partnership
with funding, if it wanted to.”

The final version of Adobe
Flash Builder will become
available in early 2010; packag-
ing and pricing will be
announced at that time. z

Adobe and Salesforce collaborate on Flash Builder
New edition of tool brings AIR, Flash interfaces to Force.com

FlashBuilder adds Flash-based visualizations to Force.com applications.

BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

SOA infrastructure software
maker WSO2 has turned its
attention toward cloud com-
puting by releasing virtual edi-
tions of its products that run
on Amazon EC2, as well as a
service gateway for accessing
resources that reside behind
the firewall.

Cloud computing is part of
the same trend as SOA, said
WSO2 chairman and CEO San-
jiva Weerawarana. “Service-ori-
ented architecture is about con-
necting applications together in
a loosely coupled manner,” he
said. Cloud computing is anoth-
er dimension to that aspect of
SOA as a way of providing cou-
plings between applications and
how those applications are
deployed and bound to hard-
ware, he added. 

As a first step toward the
cloud, WSO2 has ported its
SOA platform to Amazon’s
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
as virtual appliances. “It’s easier
to run. Developers do not
install or configure machines,”

Weerawarana said.
Those offerings will include

virtualized business process
servers, business activity moni-
tors, data services servers, an
enterprise service bus, identity
services, governance registries,
a mashup server and presenta-
tion services, according to
Weerawarana.

WSO2 presently provides
only identity as a service and
presentation services. The
source code for the WSO2
cloud platform is offered to cus-
tomers, and customers retain
ownership of data.

Pricing is in addition to stan-
dard EC2 pricing with a rate of
US$1 per CPU hour for small
machines, $1.50 for medium
machines, and $2 for large
machines. WSO2 plans to sup-
port VMware and other cloud
environments in the future,
said Weerawarana.

A separate appliance called
WSO2 Service Accelerator
provides a front end for exist-
ing SOA infrastructure. It fea-
tures a C++ stack and is

intended to decouple service
performance from existing
SOA infrastructure, Weer-
awarana said. “It offers better
performance than straight Java
infrastructure.”

A gateway connects Amazon,
Google Apps and Salesforce
cloud services to enterprise data
that exists in private data cen-
ters. It provides API protection,
outsourcing for computations,

private data access, and service
firewalling, and it integrates
with directories and security
infrastructures, according to the
company.

“It is for scenarios where the
cloud business logic needs to
access data in the enterprise,”
Weerawarana explained.

WSO2 is also providing
middleware to help developers
build multi-tenant services. Its
service registry provides data
management for applications.
Identity, security and service
management tools will become
available next year, Weer-
awarana said.

The middleware compo-
nents are integrated and built
according to the OSGi specifi-
cation for modularity.

Lastly, a service extends the
functionality of WSO2’s gover-
nance registry for SOA to the
cloud. Each tenant can have
his or her own theme and
manage a user community,
according to the company.
Pricing will be based on vol-
ume of transactions. z

WSO2 puts its SOA platform in the cloud
Company creates service gateway, virtual appliances for Amazon EC2

WSO2 has created virtual appliances for its SOA platform to run 
in Amazon EC2.
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BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

A new edition of Altova’s Mis-
sionKit Tool Suite packs a
sundry set of new features,
including Web Service Defini-
tion Language (WSDL) 2.0

support and JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) for working
with AJAX websites, as well as
expanded forms creation capa-
bilities, database schema con-
versions, and UML tools.

The focus of the release is
not a platform strategy, but
rather the addition of features
that customers have been ask-
ing for, said Alexander Falk, the
cofounder and CEO of Altova.

MissionKit 2010 offers ver-
sions of Altova’s DatabaseSpy
query and design tool, DiffDog
merge utility, MapForce data
mapping tool, StyleVision
graphical stylesheet design

utility, UModel Unified Mod-
eling Language tool, and
XMLSpy XML editor.

MapForce 2010 and XML-
Spy 2010 WSDL allow devel-
opers to manipulate their
WSDL 1.1 or 2.0 files with a
visual editor. WSDL 2.0
became a W3C recommenda-
tion on June 2007, broadening
the description language and
removing message constructs.

MapForce, StyleVision and
XMLSpy have more options
for working with Extensible
Business Reporting Language
(XBRL). Developers can now
generate XBRL taxonomy doc-
umentation, as well as generat-
ing additional taxonomies from
a base taxonomy using a wiz-
ard, Falk said.

MapForce also has the abil-
ity to generate multiple files
from a single data mapping.

XMLSpy can now generate
and edit JSON, and convert to
and from JSON to XML. “They
can live side by side. It is a best-
of-both-worlds approach,” Falk
said.

StyleVision has been
revamped with a free-flow
document layout design para-
digm. Developers can set
absolute positioning on grids,
and layer forms over scanned
documents, Falk said.

Other highlights include
UModel now working with Sys-
tems Modeling Language, a
subset of the UML specifica-
tion for embedded systems
design. DatabaseSpy can per-
form schema comparisons, such
as between production and test
environments, and it can con-
vert data structures between
database types. Microsoft SQL
Server, MySQL and Oracle
Database are supported.

Thirty-day trials are available
for each product. MissionKit
2010 start at US$59 per product.
A support and maintenance sub-
scription package is available. z

Altova adds WSDL 2.0 support to MissionKit
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BY ALEX HANDY

The United States Department
of Defense is taking a more
welcoming approach to the use
of open-source software by
issuing a memorandum that
lays out the strengths and weak-
nesses of its use. It is the first
such update to DoD policy
regarding the use of open
source since 2003.

The memorandum, dated
Oct. 16, starts with a nod to the
speed of development enabled
by open-source software.

“To effectively achieve its
missions, the Department of
Defense must develop and
update its software-based capa-
bilities faster than ever, to antic-
ipate new threats and respond to
continuously changing require-
ments. The use of Open Source
Software can provide advantages
in this regard,” reads the pream-
ble to the new guidelines, writ-
ten by David M. Wennergren,
deputy CIO of the DoD.

Prior DoD guidelines had
hinted at the idea that open-
source software could not be
secure because its source code
was publicly available. The new
guidelines remove the ambigui-
ty around this issue.

“The continuous and broad
peer-review enabled by pub-
licly available source code sup-
ports software reliability and
security efforts through the
identification and elimination
of defects that might otherwise
go unrecognized by a more lim-
ited core development team,”
read the guidelines.

Additionally, the new guide-
lines attribute other widely rec-
ognized benefits to open-source
software. “Reliance on a particu-
lar software developer or vendor
due to proprietary restrictions
may be reduced by the use of
OSS, which can be operated and
maintained by multiple vendors,
thus reducing barriers to entry
and exit,” the paper states.

The new guidelines also
point out, for the clarification of
DoD employees, that all open-
source software does not
include the GPL redistribution
requirements.

While the new guidelines
infer a greater acceptance of
open-source software than was
previously evident in the DoD,
there are some caveats. The new
guidelines declare that having a

corporate entity behind software
to offer support is critical.

“The use of any software
without appropriate mainte-

nance and support presents an
information assurance risk,”
read the guidelines. “Before
approving the use of software

(including OSS), system/pro-
gram managers, and ultimately
Designated Approving Authori-
ties, must ensure that the plan

for software support (e.g., com-
mercial or Government pro-
gram office support) is ade-
quate for mission need.” z

Department of Defense issues open-source use guidelines
Agility cited as a compelling factor, but corporate support is required for use
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BY DAVID WORTHINGTON

Zend Technologies has intro-
duced a beta of Zend Server 5.0
that has code tracing capabili-
ties, which the company says will
allow PHP developers to pin-
point problems more easily. The
beta was released in October.

Zend Server 5.0 documents
the execution of PHP applica-
tions through code instrumen-
tation. The instrumentation is
designed for production envi-
ronments and has a negligible
impact on performance, said
CEO Andi Gutmans.

Developers can choose bet-
ween having code tracing be
always on, or triggered by perfor-
mance monitoring. Zend Server
provides analytics and data visu-
alizations for code tracing.

That information makes it
easier to reproduce errors, said
Gutmans. “In many cases,
reproducing a problem is prob-
lematic. Reproducing a credit

card transaction could result in
charging someone twice.”

Zend intends to provide
more analytics and visualiza-
tions over time, and it will also
do more around aggregating
information across instances of
an application, Gutmans added.

Other features in the beta
include job queuing and support
for PHP 5.3. Job queuing aims to
boost application peformance by
improving response time by
offloading bookkeeping requests
from the end user, as well as by
performing tasks asynchronously

or at recurring intervals, Gut-
mans said.

PHP 5.3 was released in July.
Despite being a point release, 
it adds major functionality to
the language, Gutmans said.
The update added namespaces
support, more closures and
increased garbage collection.

The final edition of Zend
Server 5.0 will be available
before the end of the year, and
pricing will remain consistent
with the current release. It is
available for Linux, Windows
and now IBM i. z
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BY JEFF FEINMAN

Eclipse-based commercial soft-
ware company Instantiations has
revamped two of its Java GUI
design and test products to help
developers more easily automate
recording and parse data.

Instantiations has added
code generation capabilities to
version 7.2 of WindowBuilder
Pro, its Java GUI designer. Win-
dowBuilder Pro 7.2, released in
October, brings better data
binding for its SWT (Standard
Widget Toolkit) Designer so
developers can more easily tie
their user interface to an under-
lying data store. It also has bet-
ter interoperability with the
JFace UI toolkit compared with
previous versions of the soft-
ware, according to Instantiations
executives.

“[WindowBuilder Pro] is
now able to parse an even wider
array of custom user coding
patterns,” said Eric Clayberg,
senior vice president of product
development for Instantiations.
“Almost any hand-written GUI
code can now be parsed, ren-

dered and bi-directionally edit-
ed as of this latest release.”

WindowBuilder Pro costs
US$399 per developer.

WindowTester Pro 4.0, the
company’s Java test generator,
brings recording improvements
such as better widget handling,
according to Instantiations.
Those widgets include pull-
down menus and hyperlinks.
Developers can now specify
within the Swing Java widget kit
test conditions such as ensuring
certain buttons are enabled.

Also new in WindowTester
Pro 4.0 is an API called Wizard-
PageLocator that allows asser-
tions to be made about wizard
components. WindowTester
Pro is $1,249 per developer.

“WindowTester Version 4.0’s
updated recording features
make it easier for developers to
quickly define their tests,” said
Dan Rubel, Instantiations’ CTO
and cofounder. “Essentially,
WindowTester observes…and
generates tests. This release’s
improvements make it smarter
to generate the right test.” z

INSTANTIATIONS UPDATES
GUI DESIGN AND TEST TOOLS

Zend Server
beta can
trace code
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BY ALEX HANDY

Enterprise services buses seem
to be here to stay, regardless
of whatever happens to
SOA. With many organi-
zations enforcing policies
within their ESBs, Layer 7
decided to push firewall capabil-
ities into its ESB. On Oct. 11,
Layer 7 introduced the Oracle
Service Bus Appliance (OSBA),
which brings dedicated hard-
ware to bear on the problem.

As a dedicated ESB appli-
ance, the OSBA is designed to
perform under heavy loads.
Adam Vincent, CTO for the
public sector at Layer 7, said
that the OSBA was designed at
the request of an intelligence
agency in the United States.
The agency, said Vincent, need-
ed a way to link its ultra-secure
inner network to its somewhat
less secure outer network. The
OSBA was built to funnel traffic
between these two networks,
and to enforce policies on all
packets coming in and out.

“Even prior to the acquisi-

tion of Sun, we were working
on a product with an XML fire-
wall and Oracle Service Bus
together in one appliance. It
allows you to deploy a high-per-
formance enterprise services
bus that’s secure,” said Vincent.

“To begin with, we’re a secu-
rity and governance company.
We can mediate security policy
and perform SLA monitoring in
your DMZ [demilitarized
zone]. The problem was cus-
tomers still wanted the ability
to mediate transports, and do
routing between internal part-
ners, external partners and the

cloud. The OSBA is a souped-
up firewall with advanced inte-
gration capabilities,” he added.

The combination of these
capabilities allow the OSBA to
do more than a typical ESB.
Normally, an ESB doesn’t stop
traffic; it instead normalizes it
and ensures that all the
machines involved are speaking
in the same contexts and for-
mats. An ESB, said Vincent,
typically can’t stop packets. A
firewall, on the other hand, can.

“I think the driver for an ESB
is to create loose coupling on
your existing application,” he
said. “You use the ESB to virtu-
alize and mediate all your exist-
ing applications and make them
available as single or multiple
transports on the other side. It’s
built on the premise that your
existing ESB should never termi-
nate traffic from the Internet.”

The OSBA is available as
part of an Oracle license agree-
ment. Layer 7 sells it as an addi-
tional product on top of existing
Oracle agreements. z

Layer 7 lays down ESB appliance
New hardware focuses on performance, Oracle Database

Layer 7 sees its 
ESB appliance as a place to enforce
policies on traffic moving into and
out of a network.

requirements because they may
be “legally on the hook,” he
added.

The U.S. Commerce De-
partment received oversight
authority for encryption export
when President Bill Clinton
signed Executive Order 13026
in 1996 in response to requests
for relaxations in control over
U.S exports. Encryption algo-
rithms were previously includ-
ed on the United States Muni-
tions List, pursuant to the Arms
Export Control Act of 1976.

The Commerce Depart-
ment’s BIS prohibits encryp-
tion algorithms from being
exported to so-called “rogue
states.” A rogue state is a term
applied to a country that the
U.S. government considers to
be threatening to the world’s
peace.

Since government oversight
of encryption became more
relaxed, it has become possible
to send algorithms around the
world from the U.S., said Rex

Black, president of Rex Black
Consulting, a security group.
There are still other countries
that maintain control export
regimes, he added, and the U.S
law is a “moving target” that has
evolved over time.

Changes in how the U.S,
government has exercised
export controls has created
confusion. Black noted that
Black Duck is selling software
that manages compliance with
government requirements,
and that it would be in its
interest to encourage maxi-
mum paranoia about what
might be illegal.

However, he added, “It
could be that attorneys on
[Black Duck’s] staff researched
it completely.”

Black acknowledged that
knowing your compliance sta-
tus is not necessarily a bad idea.
“It is good for organizations to
be aware of the extent encryp-
tion is included in their soft-
ware, and to know the risks it
might pose to them.” z

EXPORTING OPEN SOURCE
MAY REQUIRE APPROVAL
< continued from page 1
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BY DAVID RUBINSTEIN

To further its Adaptive ALM
solution, ThoughtWorks Studios
has released an update of its
Mingle project management tool
with a sharper focus on collabo-
ration and program manage-
ment. The product, announced
in October, was demonstrated at

the Enterprise 2.0 Conference
in San Francisco.

In the area of collaboration,
ThoughtWorks has created
something called Mingle “Mur-
murs.” This component of the
project management tool facili-
ties communication between
stakeholders by providing an

open IM environment.
“Think of it as group project

chat meets Twitter,” said Chad
Wathington, vice president of
product development. The
stream becomes the central
point of communication on a
project, he explained, and the
software has the ability to link
conversations to project artifacts
for greater context. The commu-
nication can also be archived to
create a historical record of work
and commentary on a given pro-
ject, he said.

Advances in the program
management area include a
new macro development toolkit
that lets developers build their
own macros for reporting that
can pull in data from a number
of different projects, Wathing-
ton said. Links that tie in con-
tent from different projects can
also be created. A new Macro
Creator for developers provides
a GUI editor with select boxes
to pull data into the macros for
custom reports and charts, he
added.

Mingle 3.0 also has an inte-
gration with Tasktop Pro, the
commercial version of the

Eclipse Mylyn project for pro-
ject management. The connec-
tor lets Mingle users take advan-
tage of the time-tracking feature
within Tasktop Pro, so hours can
be tabulated to Mingle project
cards for improved visibility into
how long each task is taking,
Wathington explained.

“The new features in Mingle
3.0 are designed to turn
unstructured communications
into a powerful asset for devel-
opers, while expanding the
reach and visibility managers
need when coordinating com-
plex, multiple projects,” he said.

Mingle is one of the three
legs of the company’s Adaptive
ALM suite, along with Twist for
test automation and Cruise for
release management. The tools
cover everything from require-
ments definition and project
management to test automa-
tion, quality assurance and
release management, according
to Cyndi Mitchell, managing
director of ThoughtWorks.

WAVE OF THE FUTURE
ThoughtWorks also announced
it will integrate Mingle with

Google Wave, Google’s soft-
ware for social communication.
Google Wave is in beta release,
and the integration will not be
released until the Google soft-
ware becomes publicly avail-
able sometime next year,
Wathington said.

“Google Wave is their
answer to replacing e-mail,” he
said. “There are threaded con-
versations, you can add people,
IM, and edit it like a wiki page.
It gives you the ability to pro-
grammatically interact with the
document you’re working [on].”

The integration will support
agile program management by
providing card views of projects
within Google Wave, helping
managers set priorities and shift
resources as needed. z

ThoughtWorks’ tools cover life-
cycle phases, says Cyndi Mitchell.

A place for project teams to mingle
ThoughtWorks focuses ALM tool on collaboration, program management

Mingle’s Murmurs creates an open, Twitter-like environment.
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regret that ZL Technolo-
gy [sic] is dissatisfied with
its location in the Magic
Quadrant, we remain
committed to providing
our clients with indepen-
dent research and advice
about the products that
we cover.”

A FINE LINE
James Governor, analyst
with RedMonk, said that
being in Gartner’s Magic
Quadrant can move
mountains for a company.

“The Magic Quad-
rant is incredibly power-
ful and is a huge deal,”
he said. “It’s the differ-
ence between trying to
sell something and trying
to fulfill. The business of IT
purchasing is predicated on
requests for proposals. Every-
body in the leaders [quadrant]
is always going to be invited to
bed.”

Kon Leong, president and
CEO of ZL Technologies, said
that this lawsuit is about bring-
ing transparency to a company
that has become all-powerful in
IT spending decisions.

“The market power of Gart-
ner is so overwhelming, espe-
cially for large purchases, that
they are like IBM in the old
days, when we’d say, ‘You can’t
get fired for choosing IBM.’
That’s great to have that kind of
power, but with that kind of

power comes responsibility,”
he said.

Leong’s company was a
Gartner client on Aug. 20,
when he claims Gartner termi-
nated its contract with ZL
Technologies. Leong is confi-
dent that Gartner will reim-
burse his company for the out-
standing services it will now not
provide to ZL Technologies.

There are multiple issues
Leong has with Gartner’s prac-
tices, but most of them relate to
a lack of transparency within
Gartner’s ratings methods.

“It would be nice to know,
of the vendors rated, how
much money did they spend on
Gartner? That factor is very

similar to what the SEC
enforced on Wall Street
ratings agencies,” he said.
“This way the reader can
say, ‘I can factor that into
my assessment.’

“The other transparen-
cy issue is with regard to
the scores. If you go and
describe 14 different para-
meters on which you score
a company, then you
neglect to show the scores,
that entire exercise
becomes meaningless.”

Leong said that Gart-
ner’s evaluations of his
company’s products were
based on customer inter-
views, and that he knows
his customers were hap-
py. In fact, he said, “The
Gartner analyst even says,

‘You have particularly happy
customers.’

“The issues are much, much
larger than just ZL and our com-
plaints. I think it has to do with
fundamentally resetting the
competitive landscape to ensure
competition.”

Governor said that this is all
just a part of being an analyst.
“Really what is the analyst busi-
ness? It is, in many respects,
about the management of con-
flict of interest. Traditional ana-
lyst firms are focused on an IT
purchase.”

Leong said that, even if the
judge dismisses the suit, his
company will appeal and con-
tinue litigation. z

ZL Technologies is questioning the impartiality of
Gartner’s rating system, which ZL alleges is not
transparent enough.
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BY JEFF FEINMAN 

Gartner has laid out what it
believes will be the 10 most
strategic technologies in 2010.

At the Gartner Sympo-
sium/ITxpo, held in Orlando
in October, analysts noted
trends that they believe will
have the greatest impact on
the enterprise in 2010 and
beyond.

The first item on Gartner’s
list is cloud computing. Gartner
research figures say that IT
spending in 2010 will total
US$3.3 trillion, a 3.3% increase
from 2009, and one of the key
trends accelerating this expect-
ed growth will be a shift to
cloud computing. Gartner also
cited cloud computing’s capaci-
ty for providing IT capabilities
to consumers.

Security was pointed out as
another notable technology in
2010, as Gartner said informa-
tion security professionals face
the challenge of detecting
malicious activity among dis-
crete events that are usually
associated with an authorized
user, and are generated from
multiple network, system and
application sources. Addition-
ally, security departments are
facing increasing demands for
log analysis and reporting on
audit requirements.

Gartner predicts that by the
year 2010, 1.2 billion people
will carry handheld devices that
have Internet capabilities. As a
result, mobile applications is
listed as one of 2010’s main
technology trends, as mobile
development will increase sig-
nificantly through the year on
platforms like the iPhone.

Also on Gartner’s list was
advanced analytics, as business-
es use models and analytical
tools more and more for enter-
prise resource planning and
business decision-making.

Rounding out Gartner’s
Top 10 technologies were
client computing, green IT,
social computing, flash memo-
ry, virtualization and data cen-
ter reconstruction.

“Companies should factor
the Top 10 technologies into
their strategic planning process
by asking key questions and
making deliberate decisions
about them during the next two
years,” said David Cearley, vice
president and distinguished
analyst at Gartner.

“However, this does not nec-
essarily mean adoption and
investment in all of the tech-
nologies. They should deter-
mine which technologies will
help and transform their indi-
vidual business initiatives.” z

< continued from page 1

Gartner forecasts
top technologies
Cloud, security largest trends for 2010

data structures had to be done
by the DBA. I see this new role
emerging in API management
being equivalent to the DBA
emerging.”

In 2006, a startup called
Mashery offered what was, per-
haps, the first commercial API
management solution. There
are now almost a dozen API
management solutions available
that manage both outgoing and
external incoming APIs.

3scale Networks is one such
API solutions company. The
company builds API manage-
ment software designed to help
enterprises monitor their own
hosted APIs.

Martin Tantow, cofounder of
3scale, said that many companies

now need such software because
their internal SOA projects have
yielded many new services that
need to be monitored. While
some services can be monitored
when they are offered via normal
server infrastructure, such as
Web services hosted through an
HTTPd server, many don’t live
on top of an existing server appli-
cation, so activity monitoring
must be built into the API itself.

Tantow said his company
offers a wrapper that can moni-
tor APIs such as these, and can
also monitor who uses the ser-
vice.

API MANAGERS EMERGE
On the other side of the API
coin is the management of how
employees are allowed to use

externally hosted APIs. If
enterprises wish to set stan-
dards for how Google Maps can
be embedded on company Web
pages, for example, such sys-
tems for managing incoming
APIs can enforce those policies.

Traditionally, the duty to
enforce such a policy has been
pushed to the firewalls, or more
recently, into an enterprise ser-
vice bus. MuleSoft, a startup that
began with an open-source ESB,
announced in mid-October that
it was releasing a beta of a simi-
lar solution designed for manag-
ing API policies.

iBeans is the company’s
newest attempt at giving soft-
ware developers a place to
enforce policies on the network.
“What we were seeing is demand

for simpler integration in the
Web model,” said Ross Mason,
CTO and founder of MuleSoft.

“There’s data from all
sources, and it comes from
unstructured data. iBeans is a
technology to greatly simplify
how Web application develop-
ers can integrate with services
and data.”

The product gives develop-
ers a place to write API han-
dlers that can be reused. Poli-
cies around how those services
can be used are also enforced
within iBeans. As the system is
put in place, it funnels all exter-
nal API requests through its fil-
ters, ensuring everything going
in and out of a company is up to
standards.

“The enterprise application

market is changing,” said
Mason, “but I don’t think the
software is changing. We play
very heavily in the Java middle-
ware space, but as you move
toward the presentation tier,
the experience for the develop-
er gets worse. Java was never
really meant for the browser.

“On the flip side, we’ve got
things like Ruby on Rails and
Flex. These [frameworks] don’t
have a very strong back end. And
what we’re really seeing is noth-
ing serving the middle piece. You
need to be able to build great
front ends, but you need the
scalability on the back end, and
really it’s only Java that gives you
that. I don’t think anyone’s really
offering a great solution to serve
that type of application.” z

Startups focus on API management
< continued from page 1

Source: Gartner
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atabases aren’t just for DBAs
anymore. With an increasing
number of new database pro-
jects in the open-source world,
and with new thinking around

cloud-hosted databases, the relatively
dull world of storing data has come to
life again. New research into scalability,
reliability and availability are changing
what it means to develop an application
on top of a database.

Developing cloud applications on top
of virtually hosted databases has created
an entirely new set of problems for devel-
opers. Database optimization has become
an art form, usually the domain of the
DBA. But with cloud-hosted databases,
such as Amazon’s SimpleDB and
Microsoft’s forthcoming cloud-hosted ver-
sion of Microsoft SQL Server, the infor-
mation typically used to judge the useful-
ness of optimization actions is no longer
living in the logs of a company’s servers.

The relational database is still vitally
important, but there are green shoots
abound in the world of non-relational
databases. The necessity of speed and
scalability in the cloud has spawned
dozens of new projects, commercial and
otherwise. Projects like CouchDB, Driz-
zle, MongoDB and Tokyo Cabinet all

tackle specific areas of need in modern
development environments.

The biggest reason for the move to
amorphous blobs of unformatted data is,
perhaps, sheer exhaustion. For years,
much of enterprise software develop-
ment has been preoccupied with inte-
grating data, formatting it properly, mov-
ing it between databases and preparing it
for processing. With new systems like
Hadoop adding facilities for normalizing
and crunching data in general, the need
to build individual data connectors would
seem to be destined for the scrap heap.

Of course, clouds also imply scaling,
and scaling databases is still not an easy
proposition. Thus the need for large key
value stores, like Tokyo Cabinet, that
focus on this singular task and eliminate
the need to run a database with oodles of
unneeded features. Pure key value
stores lack the potential for SQL injec-
tion attacks, while amorphous blobs of
data require little data normalization.

All this movement outside of the data-
base, however, gives developers more
wiggle room. With less need for squeez-
ing square relational databases into round
development holes, developers can focus
on the things relational databases do well
within their applications.

Kyle Hailey, program manager for
DB Optimizer at Embarcadero Tech-
nologies, said that despite innovative
work elsewhere, relational databases are
not going away. “I’m fascinated by the
work people are doing in non-relational
databases—sort of nebulous clouds of
data. But there’s always going to be a
need for relational databases,” he said.

“This is always going to be a highly
demanded domain for computer science.”

Stephen Sykes, vice president of
database products for Four J’s, said that
Microsoft has actually been one of the
leaders in the push to adapt relational
databases to clouds. Four J’s builds
development environments that work
with Microsoft’s technologies.

“Microsoft spilled the beans when
they talked about putting SQL Server up
as a cloud based database: People still
want a relational database that’s scal-
able,” he said. “Big hash tables, like Sim-
pleDB, you give a key-value store, and
you can have any set of attributes associ-
ated with it. I think those are interesting,
but when you look at vendors who wish
to offer their software stacks—not host-
ed—but as a service offering in a cloud,
they need a transactional engine in the
background.

“We believe scalability with transac-
tional engines is important in the cloud.
Microsoft’s [announcement that it will
be] entering into that market initially
with associative store on Azure, and say-
ing we need to put a full transaction
engine up there, validates that view.”

The SQL Azure cloud-based rela-
tional database platform is available in
two editions: The US$9.99 Web Edition
that caps storage at 1GB, and the Busi-
ness Edition that provides 10GB of stor-
age for $99.99.

With a mishmash of new databases
coupled with old-school relational data-
bases, the question then becomes: Which
database should be used for which pro-
ject? The good news is that many of these
new database efforts are highly targeted
at specific tasks, making these decisions
easier. But at the same time, more data-
bases means more applications requiring
access to those databases.

OUTPUTTING TO HADOOP
One hot topic in data storage of late is
the Apache Hadoop project. Hadoop is a
large project, and it includes cluster
management software, a distributed file
system, a data access framework, and an

continued on page 24 >

CouchDB, Tokyo Cabinet, 
others get data rockin’ 
with speed, scalability
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implementation of MapReduce, which
can be used to process giant pools of
data. Hadoop is, essentially, a step above
databases, metaphorically speaking, and
in some ways can be thought of as a
place to store and process the data from
multiple databases.

Of the many pieces of Hadoop,
HBase is the most directly relevant to
database integration. It’s modeled after
Google’s Big Table, the massive database
that is queried every time you search
with Google. HBase allows large data-
bases of structured information to be
stored within Hadoop.

But beyond this framework for bring-
ing structured data in the unstructured
world of Hadoop, there are further
advances taking place outside of the
Hadoop core.

PostgreSQL, for example, has
released Hadoop connectors, allowing
Hadoop tasks to involve external databas-
es by formulating queries within Hadoop,
passing them to external databases, then
pulling the responses back into Hadoop.
Analytic database maker Vertica has also
built such connectors for its database.

Omer Trajman, CEO of Vertica, said
that while Hadoop is gaining in popular-

ity, Vertica is focused on
integrating its own database
with Hadoop rather than
reinventing the database
wheel inside of Hadoop.

“We found people are
using Hadoop in concert
with databases for doing
data analysis,” he said.
“What do you use Hadoop
for? What do you use other
databases for? Can we do
anything to make your lives
more productive?”

OPTIMIZING FOR SUCCESS
No matter how data enters
or exits a database, perhaps
the most important part of
maintaining a database is
the act of optimization.
Without an optimized database, the
information inside could cause massive
bottlenecks throughout a system.

Embarcadero’s Hailey said that one
of the secrets to good optimization is to
use a common tool set between DBAs,
developers and Q/A workers.

He said that typical database opti-
mization tools are heavyweight, so much
so that they often require their own

database. Embarcadero makes DB Opti-
mizer, version 2.0 of which came out in
October. DB Optimizer 2.0 also requires
its own database, but Hailey said it uses
a flat file database, which is installed
with the tool.

“There might be a problem in the
way the database is configured. I can
send that DB Optimizer session to the
DBA,” said Hailey. “On the other hand,
the DBA might find a problem with the
query. The DBA can send that session to
the developer. Q/A can run it and look
for spikes in the load chart. If the load
goes up, it’s a bottleneck.”

DB Optimizer also offers a visual dis-
section tool for queries. “We take a SQL
query and we draw it graphically, show-
ing the joins, tables and filters,” said
Hailey. “I can click on a join, and the text
will show part of the where clause that
created that join. SQL statements are
typically complex, but in the graphic
view, I can immediately see the tables
and major players.”

Hailey also said that developers now
bear much of the optimization burden,
because most databases now include
optimization tools that can execute auto-
matically. Those internal tools cannot
find Cartesian joins, however (when a
table is made with no links or refer-
ences). Such errors can corrupt data, or
accidentally fill the database with
unlinked, unused information.

“The database-native optimizers are
getting better and better, but they’ll nev-
er solve a problem of incorrect state-
ments. I wanted developers to under-
stand what their SQL was doing. When I
did development work, I hated going
through explain plans,” said Hailey. DB
Optimizer seeks to make this process
easier.

Once the troublesome query has
been isolated, it can be optimized, or
rewritten entirely by DB Optimizer.

Thus, the burden of keeping data-
base schema coherent and error-free is

not a task that the databas-
es themselves can reliably
perform. Developers and
Q/A teams need to ensure
their queries don’t mess up
existing schema as well.

CLOUDY FUTURE
With so many developers
now thinking about the
cloud, the relational data-
base was bound to follow.
Amazon’s Web Services
offerings have been
expanding over the past
three years to include both
their own hosted Sim-
pleDB database and the
myriad commercial options
available from IBM, Micro-
soft and Oracle.

But Amazon’s Adam Selipsky, vice
president of Amazon Web Services, said
that his users still saw a gap in Amazon’s
database support.

“There’s no silver bullet for database
applications,” he said. “Our customers
have a wide variety of use cases and
need a lot of flexibility to choose the
best tool for the job. Some of them are
doing simple indexing and querying
and want totally automated scaling for
their database, and they use SimpleDB.
Other customers want a familiar
MySQL database, but they don’t want
to deal with the administration and
management of the database: things
like setup, software patching and auto-
mated backups.”

To that end, Amazon released the
Relational Database Service (RDS) in its
Elastic Compute Cloud on Oct. 27.
Based on MySQL 5.1, RDS includes
automated control for typical database
administration tasks. Perhaps the most
important of those is the automated
backup support, Selipsky said.

“We automatically perform a daily
backup of your database, and the storage
of that backup is free as long as it’s not
larger than the size of your database
itself,” he said.

“If you have a 500GB database, for
your backup you can store 500GB for
free. You can take additional snapshots
as frequently as you want, and store
those for however long you choose to
specify. They need to make those deci-
sions, and we automatically perform
those backups for them.”

Selipsky said that there is a long list of
features Amazon customers desire, but
that the RDS, specifically, was created to
fill a gap seen by developers who want-
ed to quickly build in the cloud without
the need for a DBA.

With all that overhead taken care of
by the cloud, developers working in EC2
can forget about the database and con-
centrate on their code, he said. z
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Embarcadero Systems has introduced a visual tool for optimizing databases.
It gives developers a view into what their queries are doing.

New optimized database projects get data rockin’
< continued from page 22
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Because it’s always the first question
that people ask, let me answer it up

front. Yes, I’m the same guy who wrote
those developer tool reviews, and devel-
oper-centered columns, in “PC Week”
and “eWeek” (as well as on eweek.com)
from 1989 through 2007. Yes, I’m now
with Salesforce.com, not merely lending
them my name, but working there for
what’s now quickly nearing
three years.

My journey from the cushy
VIP skybox of the technology
trade press, down to the windy
(and often muddy) playing
field of the IT marketplace,
was driven by forces that I’d
like to take this chance to
describe to fellow developers
(yes once more, I used to write
code for a living). I believe
that these forces will soon compel every
developer to think about a once-in-a-
generation shift, already well under way,
in what developers will get paid best to
do—and in how they’ll do it.

STRETCHING THE TIMELINE
Toward the end of my time at “eWeek,”
I found that I was generating many few-
er reviews of development tools than I
had in my earlier years. An evaluation
timeline that had once required only a
morning to get a tool installed, and to
build at least a few functional demon-
stration applications, had stretched into
a process that took several days merely
to get a new tool wired into the cumber-
some stack of data resources and mid-
dleware layers that typify modern busi-
ness app development.

If it took me this long to do anything,
I wondered, what was it like in an enter-
prise environment, where a new tool
had to become a robustly integrated part
of everything?

I saw the beginning of a better way
when I saw Web-based applications
evolving into open application plat-
forms. I don’t mean “open source,” at
least not necessarily, but rather “open to
innovation”: platforms on which you
could define a domain-specific data
model, devise custom logic to wrap a
business process around that data, and
design a user experience to turn that
business logic into an approachable and
convenient tool.

The question, of course, was whether
developers and the people who pay
them would ever accept the idea that a
valuable business application—perhaps
a crown jewel of intellectual property—
would ever be placed on someone else’s
systems, running under someone else’s
administration, being provisioned back
to its authors or to its authors’ customers
as a service. Was the developer market-
place ready for that change of the game?

It seemed to me that the tipping

point had come when I saw Web-based
platforms—yes, I believe that the P-
word has meaning, whatever Dilbert’s
colleagues may say—handling every-
thing from finances to healthcare to per-
sonal productivity. I saw both individuals
and enterprises using a panoply of Web-
based applications, including online dis-
count stock trading, online prescription

management, collaborative
word processors and spread-
sheets, and increasingly per-
sonal tools such as Facebook.

To anyone under 20 years
old today, the main function
of a PC or a Mac is to run a
Web browser, and to do the
things that are thereby made
available.

Meanwhile, in enterprise
and industry, Web-delivered

infrastructures (such as Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud) showed that the cost-
effectiveness of computing at the other
end of an Internet wire was quickly out-
growing older ideas of “outsourcing.”
Computing was becoming an elastically
consumed and priced commodity: a con-
cept that’s widely celebrated, though
substantially (even if necessarily) over-
simplified, by popular treatments like
Nicholas Carr’s “The Big Switch.”

I also saw an applications market-
place that was no longer demarcated by
on-premise versus Web-based delivery.
The novelty of “Software as a Service”
faded quickly; the major bifurcation of
business models became the choice of
supporting a “free” Web application
with online advertising, or selling actual
subscriptions and offering professional
support and commercial-grade levels of
service. Trying to start up a new software
venture that was not Web-based was
coming to be a waste of time: No one
was interested in funding such an effort.

INTO THE CLOUD
And then came the label of “the cloud.”
Worldwide search traffic for the phrase
“cloud computing” has grown by rough-
ly a factor of six in the past 18 months, as
measured, with ironic self-referentiality,
by the cloud-based tools of Google
Trends.

This surge of interest coincided, but
is not merely coincidental, with a time
when IT budget growth has not merely
slowed, but has actually gone negative.
We’re well into the first IT spending
contraction since 2003, as measured by
Goldman Sachs.

Perversely, though, the same people
who have less to spend are being
required to do more. They’re impelled
to meet rising expectations for richness
and availability of customer self-service
and partner integration capabilities, for
which there are at least good business-
case justifications. They’re also under

Peter Coffee

Cloud platforms for profit
FROM THE EDITORS

Analyst ratings require 
a pinch of salt

Technology analyst firms serve two groups of customers. In one
group, there are enterprise customers who pay relatively small

amounts of money to purchase their advice and reports, and to attend
analyst-sponsored conferences.

The bulk of analyst revenue, however, comes from hardware, software
and service companies who pay large sums of money for consulting and
marketing services. For example, many analysts perform custom research
designed to demonstate their clients’ leadership, and then write market-
ing-focused white papers to help promote their clients’ wares.

Anecdotally, the industry is replete with tales of implicit “pay-to-play”
relationships between technology vendors and technology analysts. Many
vendors have told SD Times—always off the record—that they feel pres-
sured to subscribe to costly analyst services in order to secure favorable
rankings in analyst reports and solution ratings.

We feel squeamish about those cozy relationships, which are rarely
disclosed. On more than one occasion, an analyst has rattled off a list of
“leading” solution providers of a key technology during an interview...
and we discovered later that those leading providers all happened to be
clients of the analyst’s firm. Because so many analysts work both sides of
the street, giving the appearance of conflicts of interest, SD Times never
cites analyst scores or “Magic Quadrants” in its editorial coverage.

We make two recommendations in this area.
First, to SD Times subscribers: Be skeptical about all recommenda-

tions and ratings by technology analyst firms. While such rankings are
important to consider, consider them as only one small piece of your own
research into finding the best solutions and vendors.

Second, to analyst firms: Please be diligent in disclosing, in your rat-
ings and recommendations, which of the vendors you’re recommending
are paying clients. Full disclosure will go a long way toward improving
your credibility and combating the perception that your recommenda-
tions are honestly earned—not purchased.

DoD fights OSS FUD
While SD Times is studiously neutral in the war between open

source and closed source, we are in favor of a fair playing field.
And that is exactly what the U.S. Department of Defense finally created
when it clarified its guidelines for the use of open-source software.

For years, the DoD has held some relatively questionable assumptions
about open-source software. These assumptions are all the more evident
when you read its recently released guidelines, which occasionally read like
a love letter written to the open-source movement.

The important thing here is for the Department of Defense to choose
its software based on facts, not on fear, uncertainty and doubt. Prior to
these new guidelines being issued, it would seem the DoD was con-
vinced that all open-source software, regardless of its actual license pro-
visions, included the redistribution requirement found in some version
of the GNU General Public License. Now, the DoD, like other organi-
zations, will read license agreements before making blanket assumptions.

It would also seem that the DoD in the past had been convinced that
open-source software was inherently less secure than closed-source soft-
ware. There, too, the newer thinking is that very openness of open-
source software can lead to better security in some circumstances than is
found in commercial off-the-shelf closed-source products.

We are gratified that the U.S. government, like many businesses, is
realizing that the measure of the software is not whether the software is
open source or closed source. The true determinant should be whether
the software meets requirements for functionality and security—and
cost-effectiveness. z
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mandates to meet more stringent
demands for information security and
business process governance, for which
there’s no real ROI, but these are clear-
ly requirements for staying in the game.

Those application buyers are looking
to the “cloud computing” model to give
them a combination of lower up-front
capital investment, radically faster
deployment, dramatic reduction of tech-
nical risk, and strategic opportunities to
experiment at low cost—and to scale-up
successful experiments at previously
unthinkable speed.

That’s the demand side of what’s dri-
ving development into the cloud. What
about the supply-side forces?

WHAT’S IN THE CLOUD FOR DEVPERS?
For all of the reasons already described,
application developers should be looking
to the cloud as the focus for their devel-
opment of new skills, and for their think-
ing about the opportunities that they
would like to pursue for personal achieve-
ment and professional success. The good
news is that developers will also be having
a lot more fun, making a lot more money,
and getting to advance the state of their
art at a far more rapid pace than they have
during the past twenty years.

When you build applications for a tra-
ditional IT environment, you have to
begin with platform-centric market
research. What is the preferred operating
system among your target customers?
What database engines must you support?
Which middleware stacks must you com-
plement? Bor-ing—and, by definition,
exclusionary. You have to decide which
customers you’re not going to serve.

Here you are, with some genuine
inspirations as to how a complex task can
be made simpler, or an exotic knowledge
base can be put to work for more peo-
ple. Patience, grasshopper: You’ll get to
do some problem-centric work in anoth-
er few months…

…but then you’ll have to find some
way to rise above the noise floor of the
marketplace, getting the attention of
people who are used to buying applica-
tions from a shockingly tiny handful of
vendors.

Gartner, in particular, projects a glob-
al enterprise software revenue stream of
US$222 billion during 2009, but SAP,
Oracle and Microsoft alone will take in
roughly half of that figure (albeit not all of
that in the enterprise marketplace). How
do you achieve credibility simultaneously,
as an enterprise application provider of
proven readiness for prime time, while
also offering something truly new?

Here’s one way to do it. Don’t write
the application as software that has to be
sold (excuse me, licensed) to customers
who must then find infrastructure on
which to run the code. Don’t make a
huge investment of your own in a mas-
sive data center that can handle (what
you hope will be) the fast-growing
demands of a hungry marketplace to
consume your application as a service.

Go cloudwards. Go out and identify
the most productive environment in
which you can do what you believe you’ll
do better than anyone else. It does not
matter (repeat: It. Does. Not. Matter.)
whether the environment you like is
popular. It only matters whether you can
build something great in that environ-
ment, and then make that work accessi-
ble to customers over standard Internet
protocols and connections.

Want to write it in Lisp? No problem.
Want to run it on Linux? No problem.
Can you support the major Web
browsers as your client layers on your
prospective customers’ endpoint
devices? Almost certainly. So start doing
something wonderful.

Depending on your target market,
you’ll choose your cloud platform based
on any of various criteria. For consumer-
facing offerings, you’ll favor big band-
width at low cost. For enterprise-orient-
ed offerings, you’ll emphasize high
uptime and a long list of security certifi-
cations. For compute-intensive offerings
with self-contained data worlds, such as
gaming, you’ll look for low price per
CPU cycle. For data-intensive offerings
that derive huge value from integration
with everything, you’ll look for cloud
platforms (such as Salesforce’s
Force.com, if I may get away with one
tiny bit of employer self-promotion) that
are broadly supported by integration
tools and expertise.

Whichever platform you choose,
you’ll bring the track record of that Plat-
form-as-a-Service forward into the mar-
ketplace as part of what you build upon
it. If that platform has a reputation for
high uptime, a solid list of audits and
certifications for the strength and the
integrity of its security apparatus and
practices, and a thriving partner ecosys-
tem of people who know how to inte-
grate other IT assets with that platform’s
capabilities, then welcome to the club.
Your brand new application now shares
in those aspects of maturity.

ON BEYOND “BITS IN A BAGGIE”
I remember the early days of the IBM
PC, or even the Apple II before that,

when being an independent software
developer meant bulk-copying floppy
disks that your local computer shop
would sell from a hookboard display—
about as high-end a market as selling
novelty toys at the local Party City store.

No matter how much nicer the pack-
aging was, or how much higher the
prices were, the software marketplace
B.C. (Before Cloud) had not really
evolved in any fundamental way. It was
still, essentially, bits in a baggie (a trade-
mark of Pactiv Corp.), and in the eyes of
many established software providers,
that remains the way that they’d prefer
to deal with their own customers and
with the customers of their developer
ecosystem.

It’s an old way, but no longer the best
way, and increasingly it’s clear that it’s
not tomorrow’s way.

Development can be more:
l Developers can demand diverse tool
sets and environments that suits the diver-
sity of the problems to be solved, without
the mediocritizing mass of a world full of
Wintel boxes forcing everyone into the
same development workshop.
l Developers can stay on the cutting
edge of creating new capabilities,
instead of devoting the majority of their
efforts to maintenance of their installed
base in a worldwide spilled ants’ nest of
slightly different on-site installations.
l Developers can add value by constant-
ly improving their offerings, instead of
reining in their enthusiasm so as to avoid
burdening their customers with the nui-
sance of testing and deploying frequent
upgrades. Cloud-based platforms can
make value-adding upgrades transpar-
ent, inexpensive and low-risk.

In the cloud, you can use the tools that
do the most for you. You can put your
effort into doing what makes you special.
You can make it better, all the time, and
have your customers love you for it.

I know where I want to do my work
from now on, and I hope to see you
there. z

Peter Coffee, a former columnist for PC
Week and eWeek, is now Director of
Platform Research for Saleforce.com.

DATA WATCHEclipse leads other
build tools in shortest wait times

A survey from Zero Turnaround asked 500 developers about how long their build tools
take to compile. They reported that the Eclipse IDE took the shortest amount of time,
taking up 2.9 minutes per development hour. Ant and Maven were the longest at
eight minutes per hour.

A f Z T d k d 500 d l b t h l th i b ild t l

Source: Zero Turnaround
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I WILL GET TO KNOW YOU on my own
time and in my own way. I will learn about
you myself and then I may choose to read
your white papers, attend your webinars,
or visit your web site. I am in control of
the process.And if I don’t get to know you
first, you will never get my business.

I’m a person, just like you.

I’ll buy when and how I want.

Do not call me.

Do not make me register 
to learn about you.

Don’t try to generate me.

I am not ‘actionable.’

LEARN MORE AT I-AM-NOT-A-LEAD.COM

Based on study of SD Times readers by Readex, February 2008. How do you prefer to receive marketing information from software 
tool companies 61% ads in print magazines, 40% presentations at trade shows, 38% vendor white papers, 29% direct mail, 19% banners.

http://www.sdtimes.com/pdf/Not_A_Lead/120
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If interest in technology were mapped
to a terrain, it would be notable for its

steep peaks and deep valleys. The areas
of intense interest, such as Web 2.0 pro-
gramming, Web frameworks, dynamic
languages and concurrency, would be
towering peaks; the valleys, where
advances are few and the interest they
generate is low, would comprise defect-
tracking systems (DTS), source code
management (SCM) systems and
debuggers.

But every once in a while, sleepy sec-
tors stir to life, even spring to life. For
example, I was a Jolt judge for years in
the SCM category. We prayed for the
most minor of innovations from year to
year so that we’d have some reason to
pick one of the perennial contenders.

Then, out of the blue, SCM tools
became a hotbed of innovation for one
year—2005—when there appeared in
quick succession Bazaar, Mercurial and
Git. And SCM was changed forever.

DTS has not enjoyed a renaissance
quite like that of SCM. However, this year
I’ve seen more activity in this sector than
usual. There have been new products
entering the space and important new
releases from market leaders. Before get-
ting into these changes, I need to discuss
why this market remains persistently
sleepy. The reason is homegrown systems.

Almost all DTS vendors I speak with

aver that their biggest competitor is not
another vendor, but homebrewed sys-
tems. These range from spreadsheets and
simple databases to large monstrosities
that are tended by a team of programmers
and administrators. It is one sector of
technology where the buy-don’t-build-
infrastructure dictum has not been widely
accepted. And in almost all cases, this
works to the detriment of the
IT organization.

There are manifold rea-
sons why writing your own
DTS system is a poor idea: 
l Your developers are not pro-
ducing while they’re building
DTS functionality that dupli-
cates commercial offerings.
l The final product is likely to
be highly customized to your
needs but exceedingly brittle.
Any change will require coding, rather
than configuration.
l Scalability is hard to establish.
l Import and export options, support for
industry-standard protocols, and hooks to
other tools are rarely implemented—and
when implemented are generally only the
subset the organization needs right then.

Still, because DTS systems are con-
ceptually simple and their interface
familiar to developers, there is an over-
whelming belief that they can be written
quickly and better in-house. But such

systems are almost always pale imita-
tions of their commercial counterparts:
They tend to lack reporting beyond
basic reports; have few management
tools; rarely enjoy role-based access
rights; and rely on crude e-mail integra-
tion with few notification options.

In almost every dimension, a prebuilt
OSS or commercial offering is a better

option. In the OSS space, the
two best-known entrants are
the barebones Bugzilla prod-
uct from Mozilla, and Trac
from Edgewall Software,
which is part of a larger pro-
ject-management suite.
Bugzilla just released a major
upgrade (3.4), and Trac is
scheduled for one by year’s
end.

In the free, but not open-
source, category is a very fine product
called Pivotal Tracker, hosted by its devel-
opers, Pivotal Labs. It blends feature-
tracking with DTS very effectively, while
somewhat favoring the former. Defects or
feature requests are all entered as stories
that are then managed and scheduled
using an intuitive, if unusual, UI.

In the commercial space, there are
numerous vendors, including Atlassian,
Fog Creek Software, IBM Rational,
Microsoft, Seapine Software, Serena
Software and others. In fact, there are

plenty others.
Whatever your DTS need, you can

find some vendor that has a matching
product. The Wikipedia page comparing
bug- and issue-tracking software has
nearly 100 entrants. Apparently, devel-
opers’ belief that they can write their
own DTS extends to vendors as well.

Into this overcrowded fray recently
jumped JetBrains, the same company
that wrote IntelliJ IDEA and ReSharper.
Both are fine products, so the company’s
new DTS might be excellent too. How-
ever, JetBrains has yet to articulate what
about its new product is compelling or
different, other than that its own devel-
opers prefer it. In this crowded market,
a better message will be needed for even
modest success.

Atlassian just revved up JIRA, one of
the most popular commercial DTSes.
Version 4.0 added new dashboards,
OpenSocial gadgets, and a useful new
tool: a special query language for locating
entries. While the product is not open
source, it’s available for free to OSS pro-
jects, and priced at only US$10 to small
teams. This includes the full-featured
edition and a year of tech support.

New products, new releases, new
pricing. All of a sudden DTS is hot
again. If your site is still using home-
brewed software to track defects, this is
a good time to talk to your manager. z

Andrew Binstock is the principal analyst
at Pacific Data Works. Read his blog at
binstock.blogspot.com.

The United States Federal Trade
Commission has recently introduced

new guidelines governing “Endorse-
ments and Testimonials in Advertising.”
These include, for the first time, rules
for “consumer-generated media,” (i.e.,
blogs). The brief summary is that blog-
gers will, as of Jan. 1, become responsi-
ble for disclosing any material connec-
tions between the blogger and a vendor
the blogger is endorsing. “Material con-
nections” include not just cash payments
but also the receipt of free products.

My first job in publishing came in 1989
as a product review editor at “Computer
Language” and “AI Expert” magazines. I
continue to review books and software,
sometimes in these pages, sometimes in
my blog, and for the Jolt Awards. I hope
that it’s not shocking to hear that I receive
a lot of free software, books and confer-
ence registrations. I wish that it went
without saying that I’ve never received or
been offered a payment from a vendor for
a review, but I suppose I should put that
on the record as well.

On the other hand, of course there is
a connection between reviews and rev-
enues. In the publishing world, there are
established ethics and procedures that
separate editorial from sales. Even

though it’s obvious that fluff reviews (“If
you only see one movie this year…”) may
well lead to easier ad sales, the expense
and complexity of even a small print
operation makes it easy to keep things at
arm’s length. (And one would like to
think readers develop a sense for integri-
ty and value publications accordingly.)

On the Web, where ads can
be placed on a page post-pub-
lication and analytics are razor-
sharp, things are trickier. On a
blog, where anyone can
become both a publisher and
an editor, it’s downright tough
to know what is ethical. For
instance, is collecting an asso-
ciate fee for a clicked-through
link on a review ethical? (My
own practice is that I’ll use
associate links if I paid for the book, but
not if I received a review copy.)

The FTC doesn’t address every issue,
but it does establish that bloggers and
“word-of-mouth marketers” must disclose
the receipt of free products. Perhaps sur-
prisingly, though, these rules do not apply
to traditional media, because the FTC
“does not consider reviews published in
traditional media…to be sponsored
advertising messages.” The commission

believes that “knowing whether the [tradi-
tional] media entity that published the
review paid for the item in question would
not affect the weight the consumers give
to the reviewer’s statements.”

I think they’re wrong. Surely one of
the reasons people have long given
weight to “Consumer Reports” is that

magazine’s famously rigorous
policies about keeping ven-
dors far away from the review
process. On the other end of
the spectrum, I was appalled
when I recognized that a
“review” in a dive travel mag-
azine was written by an
advertising sales representa-
tive (astonishingly, the resort
had bought a great big spread
in the same issue).

What’s sauce for the goose is sauce for
the gander. If I tweet “I liked that book,”
I’ve only 123 more characters for disclo-
sure. The guidelines say that disclosure
should be “clear and conspicuous,” but I
imagine that the standard is going to
become a link to a disclosure page. A
similar “Visit our website to read our
review policies” from traditional media
strikes me as no great burden.

The FTC’s fundamental problem is

that it’s tried to draw a line between
“old” and “new” media. Doing so is a
sucker’s game. Reviews in this column
appear in print, appear on the Web, and
one day I imagine they will be available
in various eReader formats. The tradi-
tional world of conference talks is equal-
ly dynamic: There’s the conference
itself, there are the downloadable slide
decks, and there may be videos of the
speech itself. Most commercially moti-
vated speech now has multiple outlets,
some in “old” media and some in “new.”
Conversely, services like MagCloud.com
make it possible for anyone to be a mag-
azine publisher.

It’s my opinion that the availability of
honest and helpful reviews of software
products has dropped dramatically from
the good ol’ days. I think this has more to
do with shortened attention spans on the
part of consumers than with any kind of
rise in unethical behavior on the part of
reviewers. It’s not that dishonest reviews
have taken over, it’s that cursory endorse-
ments have become much more com-
mon, are given prominence by search
engine algorithms, and are accepted by
customers “doing their homework.” This
is a pity, but no government regulation
can make the buyer beware. z

Larry O’Brien is a technology consul-
tant, analyst and writer. Read his blog at
www.knowing.net.

Reviewing disclosure

Defect tracking springs to life

Windows & .NET Watch

Integration Watch



The Status of the P Versus NP Prob-
lem” is the title of an excellent paper

in September’s Communications of the
ACM. For many developers, it
may be a look at the world you
live in, where solving complicat-
ed problems in a reasonable
amount of time may be easy—or
it may be difficult. For others,
it’s a rare peek into the world of
algorithmic computer science.

My own state is somewhere
in the middle. I clearly remem-
ber studying the classes of
problems deemed NP—non-polynomial
time as I think of it, but more properly
defined as nondeterministic polynomial
time. However, that was a long time ago.

P problems—those solvable in polyno-
mial time—are generally easy to code. NP
problems aren’t. They seek to do tasks like
determining if a large integer is prime, or
finding the absolute best way to load a
delivery truck with odd-sized packages, or
working out the gravitational paths of
multiple objects. Generally speaking, NP
problems can be only solved in exponen-
tial time, and often the solution can be
verified in polynomial time. (It might take
years to factor a 512-bit number, but you
can verify in a couple of nanoseconds that
the factors are correct simply by multiply-
ing them together.)

The CACM paper, by Lance Fortnow,

a professor at Northwestern University’s
McCormick School of Engineering, dis-
cusses the ancient question: Is there a way

of transforming NP problems so
that they can be solved in poly-
nomial time? In other words,
does P = NP? (If I remember
my computer science correctly,
there is a hypothesis that says
that if any NP problem can be
transformed into a P problem,
then all NP problems can be so
transformed.)

Should we find out that P =
NP, then a whole range of problems will
become easier. Long-range weather
forecasting is an NP problem. Wouldn’t
it be nice to solve? On the other hand,
public-key encryption only works
because the factoring of very large inte-
gers is an NP problem. If P = NP, then
the underpinnings of today’s best crypto
algorithms will be washed away.

In a nutshell, it still seems that P ≠
NP. However, there is no proof one way
or another. As Prof. Fortnow says, the
question is still open. There’s a lot more
to the subject; I recommend reading the
paper. You’ll enjoy it; at least, I did. z

Alan Zeichick is editorial director of 
SD Times. Follow him on Twitter at 
twitter.com/zeichick. Read his blog at
ztrek.blogspot.com.

Thinking in polynomial time

Zeichick’s Take

“

MINIMUM MARKET FEATURE SET.
That defines the baseline to satisfy the
needs of a project. The automotive indus-
try uses this to create a base model of a
car, and then provides a list of options that
can be added on to customize the car and
give it more capabilities. This is true for
software development as well.

But a potential pitfall, according to
Alex Adamopoulos of agile project man-
agement company Emergn, is that as
iterative development facilitates change
throughout the process, the thinking is
that the project must be delivered “fully
loaded.” But understanding the mini-
mum market feature set, he said, actual-
ly defines the true business value of the
project, and eliminates waste of both
manpower and money to deliver the fin-
ished product.

— David Rubinstein

WINDOWS MACHINES CAN RUN just
fine if they are configured properly. My
home machine still runs Windows XP,
and I built the machine with solid com-
ponents and no crud. It’s about time that
Microsoft has finally realized that OEM
crud makes Windows stink.

The company has begun to sell crud-
free machines at its retail stores. My
Technologizer colleague Harry McCrack-
en recently blogged about a trip to a
Microsoft store where he saw a Hewlett-
Packard Pavilion that had been cus-
tomized by Microsoft. Microsoft
removed the OEM crud and made it a
better machine.

I’d go as far to say that Microsoft
should require approval before major
OEMs can configure PCs with
junkware. The kid-glove treatment has-
n’t worked very effectively, and it’s not as
if OEMs are suddenly going to stop
using Windows if Microsoft decides to
raise the quality bar. The downside is
that anti-trust regulators penalized
Microsoft for abusing its OEM relation-
ships, making this pragmatic step less
likely to occur.

— David Worthington

ORACLE’S ANNUAL CONFERENCE
is never the most exciting event of the
year. While there are lavish parties and
interesting people, the topics of various
keynotes and talks tend to be rather...
dry. So it was rather unfortunate that the

final keynote of the conference, sched-
uled to be given by Larry Ellison on
Wednesday afternoon at the show, was
elongated by bridge traffic.

Even before Ellison had taken the
stage, Oracle issued a press release stat-
ing that the governor himself, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, would be appearing
with him as well. Of course, they issued
this release before they’d heard that the
governor was stuck behind a jack-knifed
semi on the Richmond Bridge over San
Francisco Bay. Thus, a hall full of 10,000
people had to sit and listen as first the
CEO of Infosys, and then as Ellison him-
self, stretched out their presentations.

The word “somnolence” has new
meaning to me, now.

— Alex Handy
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In its Security Intelligence Report volume

7, Microsoft indicates that enterprise

worm infections rose by nearly 100%

during the first half of 2009 when com-

pared to the previous six months. Con-

versely, 20% fewer customers were

affected by rogue infections during the

past six months. According to the report,

worm infections have seen a resurgence

in the 10 years after the Melissa worm,

and are now the second most prevalent

threat for enterprises. Rogue security,

also known as “scareware,” was the

largest threat category for the first half

of 2009. Conflicker was the top worm

threat detected in the enterprise. It is

most effective in firewalled network envi-

ronments; this is why it is not seen as a

major threat to consumer machines. This,

Microsoft said, is why organizations must

have a security update management pro-

gram in place . . . IBM has announced it

will provide 100% coverage for primary

healthcare for its U.S. employees, begin-

ning in 2010. The company said this is

possible because its well-care initiative,

which encourages lifestyle changes for

better health, has kept health costs from

rising more quickly. Between 2004 and

2007, the company said it invested

US$79 million in wellness programs, sav-

ing about $191 million in health-related

costs. IBM’s support has also produced

an increase in healthy behavior among its

employees, such as healthy eating. z
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